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Abstract: In this work, the Discrete, Environment-Driven Ray Launching (DED-RL) algorithm, 

which makes use of parallelization on Graphic Processing Units, fully described in a previous paper, 

has been validated versus a large set of measurements to evaluate its performance in terms of both 

computational efficiency and accuracy. Three major urban areas have been considered, including a 

very challenging scenario in central San Francisco that was used as a benchmark to test an image-

ray tracing algorithm in a previous work. Results show that DED-RL is as accurate as ray tracing, 

despite the much lower computation time, reduced by more than three orders of magnitude with 

respect to ray tracing. Moreover, the accuracy level only marginally depends on discretization pixel 

size, at least for the considered pixel size range. The unprecedented computational efficiency of 

DED-RL opens the way to numerous applications, ranging from RF coverage optimization of drone-

aided cellular networks to efficient fingerprinting localization applications, as briefly discussed in 

the paper. 
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1. Introduction 

Radio channel prediction for the design and deployment of mobile radio networks 

in built-up areas has been a primary field of research since the nineties of the past century. 

Starting from that period, deterministic ray-based prediction models making use of the 

Geometrical Optics (GO) approach [1], and of the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) 

[2], such as Ray Tracing (RT) and Ray Launching (RL) have been developed to describe 

radiowave propagation as a set of rays undergoing multiple bounces over the environ-

ment’s obstacles, e.g: terrain and buildings. If properly fed through a reliable description 

of the environment (building database), such models have been shown to be the most 

accurate tools available to simulate both RF coverage and the time and angle dispersion 

characteristics of the wireless channel [3]. Unfortunately, they also require a considerable 

amount of computational resources to achieve accurate prediction in real-world scenarios. 

With respect to RT techniques, which are based on the image method and allow pinpoint 

prediction for pre-defined positions of both the Transmitter (Tx) and the Receiver (Rx), 

RL techniques, also called Shooting and Bouncing Rays or Pincushion techniques, can 

achieve a better efficiency for prediction over large areas. In RL, rays, or better, ray tubes, 

are traced from the Tx regardless of the receiver positions according to a given angular 

discretization of space and are propagated until they encounter an obstacle, where they 

are reflected, diffracted, transmitted, or scattered and then propagated again [4]. 

In recent years, deterministic ray-based models have become increasingly popular in 

both academia and the industry due to several reasons: the advent of modern radio 
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networks based on Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) schemes, which require a 

spatial description of propagation, the increased availability of high-performance compu-

tation platforms and of digitized urban maps, and the increasing use of map-based design 

approaches, to name the most important ones. 

Despite this trend, ray-based prediction for large-scale RF coverage problems in mac-

rocellular, drone-based, and satellite systems, is barely addressed in scientific studies and 

industrial applications due to the overwhelming computation time required on ordinary 

computers, especially if multiple diffraction and diffuse scattering phenomena are taken 

into account. To the authors’ knowledge, only a few literature studies addressed large-

scale, deterministic RF coverage prediction for realistic cellular network design problems 

[5,6]. 

Therefore, methods to improve computation time efficiency of ray-based models 

have been proposed over the years, including the use of 2D approaches [7,8], quasi-3D 

approaches [9], environment discretization and pre-processing [10], reduction of the ur-

ban database and of the number of rays to be traced [11], or cloud computing techniques 

[12]. Conceived for computer graphics, Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) are now used 

for a variety of computationally intensive applications such as genomic computation [13], 

data processing [14], and biomedical applications [15]. Recently, GPU computation has 

also been proposed by several authors to parallelize ray-based models and therefore 

greatly increase their efficiency [16–21]. The maximum speed-up is obtained using RL ap-

proaches, intrinsically more efficient and more suitable than RT to parallelization. GPU-

based approaches have been applied with success to propagation prediction in vehicular 

networks [22], drone-based applications [23,24], and indoor environments represented 

through point-cloud techniques [25,26]. 

The Discrete, Environment Driven Ray Launching algorithm (DED-RL), first pro-

posed in [20] and fully described in [21] is a particularly interesting GPU-based algorithm 

where multiple techniques, namely, environment database discretization and pre-pro-

cessing, environment-driven ray-launching, and GPU parallelization, work in synergy in 

order to reach an unprecedented level of computational efficiency. Thanks to the DED-RL 

approach, problems of previously unapproachable sizes can be solved within minutes on 

a standard PC equipped with a high-performance GPU [21]. 

In order to fully assess its capabilities with respect to more traditional approaches, 

DED-RL is validated in the present work for the first time against a large set of RF cover-

age measurements encompassing over 500 base station sites, thousands of receivers per 

site with a link distance ranging from a few meters to some kilometers, within several 

major urban areas including the very challenging, high-rise core of the city of San Fran-

cisco. The present work is partly related to on the one presented in [6], where a similar 

validation was presented for an image-RT algorithm, but here, the much greater efficiency 

of DED-RL enables the validation for a much larger number of sites and geographic areas, 

including the cities of San José and Atlanta. 

The main characteristics of the DED-RL model are briefly recalled in Section 2, to-

gether with details regarding its application to the considered problems. Validation is pre-

sented in Section 3, where results for the San Francisco environment are also compared to 

those presented in [6] for the same environment and the impact of discretization pixel size 

on prediction accuracy is investigated. Prediction performance is shown to be generally 

good and very similar to RT performance despite the dramatically lower computation 

time. Further comparisons with measurements are presented for the San José and Atlanta 

scenarios that show a good performance in terms of error standard deviation, even better 

than in the San Francisco scenario. 

Although most of the validation work focuses on narrowband RF coverage, some 

time-domain results were also extracted in the San José scenario for a few test points to 

check temporal prediction capabilities of DED-RL. 
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A few potential applications of DED-RL to drone-based cellular network planning 

and fingerprinting localization techniques are also discussed in Section 4, while conclu-

sions are provided in Section 5. 

2. The DED-RL Algorithm 

A concise description of DED-RL algorithm, fully described in [21], is provided in 

this section. 

The algorithm is based on a pixelization, i.e., a subdivision of the environment’s sur-

faces into rectangular “tiles” of pre-fixed maximum tile area: typical tile area values are 

ΔA = 10 × 10 [m2] or ΔA = 5 × 5 [m2]. In order to derive a discretization with tiles as close 

as possible to squares, we first define the desired tile-side length   as 

A =   (1) 

Then, we divide each wall side “u” by   and save both the integer quotient q and 

the reminder length R , so that Ru q=  + . Then, the side u is subdivided into seg-

ments of length 
u
 as follows: 

( )

           if  
2

1    if    
2

u R

u R

u q

u q

  = 


  = + 
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By doing so we ensure that the actual subdivision length 
u
  is close enough to the 

desired subdivision length  . 

Tiles become the new basic objects of the environment, whereas real objects (walls, 

edges) are only recognizable as sets of tiles, with edges being defined by properly tagged 

“edge tiles”. Pixelization allows for significantly better computation efficiency, as it 

opened the way to the algorithmic solutions explained below. 

2.1. Environment-Driven RL 

Efficiency has been improved with respect to conventional RL algorithms, by launch-

ing rays only toward actual objects (tiles) present in the environment, instead of using a 

constant angular discretization: this feature is called “environment driven RL” and is par-

ticularly useful for outdoor application where obstacles are sparse or there are large open 

sky sectors where launching many rays would be useless or even detrimental to compu-

tational efficiency [21]. 

2.2. Discrete RL 

The advantage of a discrete algorithm is subtle, but very substantial. RL algorithms 

work by launching ray tubes of given cross section (e.g., triangular or rectangular) from 

the current Tx location into the surrounding space: when a ray tube hits an obstacle, the 

original direction of propagation is obstructed and, at the same time, the ray is “bounced” 

backward by the obstacle, where bouncing is a general term that means reflection, diffrac-

tion, and/or diffuse scattering. One big problem is that only part of the ray tube might hit 

an obstacle and a part might keep-on propagating in the same direction: in this case, the 

cross-section of the tube must be properly split using “polygon clipping” algorithms that 

are computationally intensive. If the obstacle is divided into small-enough tiles and ray 

tubes (or rays) are specifically launched toward the tiles that are visible from the Tx, ray 

splitting is naturally accomplished to the best of the chosen pixelization resolution with-

out applying polygon clipping (see Figure 1). The notion of “visibility” refers to the exist-

ence of direct propagation path between two pixels, i.e., such a path is not blocked by any 

opaque object, and is very simple to verify: it only requires the verification of the intersec-

tion between a segment and a polygon. 
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Figure 1. Automatic ray splitting using discrete ray launching. 

2.3. Visibility Preprocessing 

Even more relevant is the following advantage. After the first bounce, RL must iterate 

the procedure, i.e., must propagate each bounced ray from each tile and look for further 

“visible” tiles to determine other bounces: here the source is no longer the Tx but virtual 

sources corresponding to each bouncing-tile. If the algorithm is discrete, virtual sources 

can be assumed corresponding to tile centers for the sake of visibility verification: by do-

ing so, the determination of further bounces (or bouncing tiles) can be pre-calculated for 

a given environment, as visibility between tile centers does not depend on the current 

position of the Tx. The preliminary computation of visibility between all possible couples 

of tiles for a given environment can be called “visibility preprocessing”: although time 

consuming, it is performed only once for a given building database and visibility relations 

between tiles are stored in a “visibility matrix” for use in every future run for the same 

environment. Of course, for reflection or diffraction, where the actual visibility cone after 

the interaction actually depends on the virtual Tx, and therefore indirectly on the original 

Tx, visibility relations in the visibility matrix must be filtered according to the actual visi-

bility cone, but the computation time advantage over traditional a-posteriori techniques 

is still present because the set of rays to be considered and filtered is already much smaller 

than the unrestricted set of potential rays [21]. 

2.4. Field Computation 

Another important feature that makes the DED-RL algorithm computationally effi-

cient is that, by being environment-driven, the tiles are both “bouncing-tiles” and the 

“points of arrival” where the field is computed. In other terms, the ray tubes are launched 

from the transmitter towards the visible tiles, and the incident field on them is computed 

and recorded, in order to achieve a complete field prediction map on all surfaces. Then, 

bounced ray tubes are generated from all of them towards other visible tiles using the 

visibility matrix, which stores all the tiles visible from the incident tiles, and then applying 

the proper reflection, diffraction, or scattering coefficient. Reflected and diffracted fields 

are computed with the usual Geometrical Optics (GO) [1] and Uniform Theory of Diffrac-

tion (UTD) [2] coefficients, while diffuse scattering is computed according to the Effective 

Roughness (ER) model [27], whose main parameter is the scattering coefficient S, corre-

sponding to the percentage of power scattered in all directions at expenses of specular 

reflection. Diffraction is computed only for the “edge tiles”. Every time a tile is hit by a 

new ray tube, the computed field on its center is updated; if the field strength contribution 

on a tile falls below a given minimum threshold, the incident field is summed with the 

one already present on the tile, but the ray tube is no longer propagated with additional 

bounces. Fields are computed and summed in a fully coherent way, taking into account 

phases and polarization, and also cross-polarization introduced by some interaction 

mechanisms such as diffuse scattering [28]. 
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In such a way, DED-RL allows a full 3D prediction on all the surfaces of the environ-

ment (i.e., ground, building walls, and roofs). An example of such 3D prediction is de-

picted in Figure 2 for a dense urban area located in the center of San Francisco. 

 

Figure 2. Example of 3D radio coverage prediction in the San Francisco environment. 

2.5. GPU Parallelization 

Since the RL approach is inherently fit to parallel computing [16,21], the whole algo-

rithm, including visibility preprocessing, has been parallelized for nVIDIA GPUs using 

the CUDA (Computer Unified Device Architecture) language extension, thus further re-

ducing computation time with respect to traditional implementations. The CUDA plat-

form is a software layer that gives direct access to the GPU’s computational elements 

(CUDA cores) and virtual instruction set for the execution of sets of parallel instructions 

(CUDA “kernels”) on nVIDIA GPU architectures. 

CUDA processors are usually programmed in CUDA C/C++, which is basically the 

standard C/C++ programming language, with some CUDA extensions to handle parallel 

computation on multiple cores and threads [29]. 

2.6. Further Extensions to the DED-RL Algorithm 

With respect to the algorithm presented in [21], the DED-RL features have been fur-

ther extended in order to model: 

1. efficient Over-Rooftop (ORT) propagation through multiple diffractions over build-

ing rooftops; 

2. attenuation through vegetation; 

3. transmission through buildings at a limited extent, considering only the closest build-

ing to the Base Station (BS). 

Regarding feature 1, it is well known that ORT diffraction is one of the dominant 

propagation mechanisms for the coverage of Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) locations when 

the BS is placed near or above the average rooftop level. In DED-RL, ORT diffraction is 

computed with a simplified approach using a multiple-screen UTD model limited to the 

vertical plane [2,4,5], considering one/two knife-edges for each building along the radial 

line between the BS and the receiving tiles. The ORT computation is performed for all the 

tiles that are not directly visible from the BS: since each ORT path is independent from the 
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others, this computation is highly parallelizable, and is then implemented very efficiently 

on the GPU. Moreover, ORT rays are combined with reflection and scattering in a straight-

forward way, by using the visibility matrix: in fact, once a tile is reached from an ORT ray, 

the coverage can be extended through reflection/scattering to all the surrounding tiles that 

are directly visible from it. 

Regarding feature 2, vegetated areas are modelled in a simplified way as “polygons” 

with a certain height, and then a ray-polygon intersection check is carried out every time 

a ray tube is launched from the BS, or a tile: the additional attenuation of the ray is then 

computed through multiplication of the ray length falling inside each polygon by a spe-

cific attenuation coefficient, expressed in dB/m [30]. 

Regarding feature 3, this mechanism can be very important for coverage of locations 

behind the Tx antenna, especially for microcellular sites when the BS is placed close to a 

corner of a building. In order to model transmission through the closest building from the 

BS, such a building is temporarily made “transparent” when finding the visible tiles from 

the BS: in such a way, those tiles that are obstructed by the building become automatically 

visible. After that, RL computation continues in the usual way with field computation and 

bouncing from all tiles, including the ones hidden by the building. Finally, only for the 

rays involving hidden tiles, an additional through-building attenuation is computed by 

the simplified formulas introduced in [31,32]. 

Figure 3 shows a simplified scheme describing the macrostructure of the model, in-

cluding ORT and attenuation from vegetation, and the overall computation flow. A more 

detailed flow-chart of the algorithm can be found in [21]. 

 

Figure 3. Simplified scheme and computation flow of the DED-RL algorithm. 

3. Validation 

3.1. Measurement Campaigns 

RF coverage measurements for both 2G and 4G cellular networks were collected in 

the cities of San Francisco, San José, and Atlanta. In San Francisco, several 2G cell sites, at 

the frequencies of 850 and 1900 MHz were chosen from all over the central part of the city. 

The cell site characteristics were derived from surveying each target site. BS antenna 

heights ranged from 6 to 100 m. Effective Radiated Power (ERP), which was found by 

using a scanner at Line-of-Sight (LOS) locations with each site, was generally between 30 

and 45 dBm. Measurements were collected through drive tests, using a Rhode Schwarz 

scanner placed inside a minivan and a PCTEL OP178H omnidirectional antenna with 3 
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dBi gain placed on top of the minivan. The antenna height above the ground was approx-

imately 1.8 m and exact Rx locations along routes were tracked using a combination of 

GPS, inertial devices, and speedometer. Using the scanner, the received signal strength 

indicator (RSSI) was recorded for the target broadcast control channels (BCCHs) as the 

minivan drove the streets around each cell site. From the recorded RSSI measurements, 

roughly 27,000 small-area average power measurements were extracted. 

Measurements for San José and Atlanta (north and south) were collected in a very 

similar way as for San Francisco, after selecting several 4G Base Stations, and using a 

Rhode Schwarz TSME 4G scanner. Carrier frequencies were the same as in San Francisco, 

i.e., 850 and 1900 MHz. Due to the very vast measurement area, which encompasses 437 

base station sites, ERP survey for each base station was not possible for San José and At-

lanta, and since cellular operator ERP info were found unreliable—often lower than the 

actual figures—mean error statistics cannot be considered valid for San José and Atlanta 

(see next section). 

3.2. Validation of the DED-RL Algorithm 

As in [6] for the validation of a standard image RT algorithm, a subset of 18 sites in 

the San Francisco environment was selected in order to perform a comparative assessment 

of the overall performance of the new DED-RL algorithm vs. the traditional RT algorithm. 

As one of the main sources of error in DED-RL is environment discretization, predic-

tion accuracy has been analyzed for different tile sizes. RL simulations have been per-

formed with the parameters shown in Table 1. As the DED-RL is discrete and allows the 

computation of the field only on discrete points upon surfaces (e.g., building walls and 

ground), the predicted field value on the closest ground tile has been considered for each 

drive-test measurement location. 

Table 1. Main settings for ray launching simulations 

Parameter Value 

Max. Number of interactions 
5 bounces: 5 reflections, 2 diffractions, 1 scatter-

ing 

Max. Number of combined interactions 
3 among reflections and diffractions, 3 among 

diffractions and scattering 

Over-Rooftop (ORT) diffraction ena-

bled 
Enabled 

Combination of single reflection and 

scattering with ORT 
Enabled 1 

Attenuation from vegetation Enabled 1 

Transmission through the closest 

building to BS 
Enabled 1 

Diffuse scattering coefficient (S) 0.4 

Wall relative permittivity 5 

Wall conductivity 0.01 S/m 

Scattering coefficient 0.5 

Specific Attenuation through vegeta-

tion 
0.04 dB/m 

1 Only for some selected sites 

Results in term of prediction error (mean value and standard deviation) as a function 

of the tile size in the San Francisco scenario are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Performance of the DED-RL in the San Francisco scenario (mean error and mean standard 

deviation of error w.r.t. measurements) for different tile sizes. 

Prediction error “Erri” is computed as the predicted RSSI minus the measured RSSI 

for the generic, i-th test point. Then, mean error, μE and standard deviation of the error, 

σE are computed for the NRX locations covered by each cell site in the following way: 
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These global statistics are shown more in detail for all the considered environments 

(San Francisco, San José, Atlanta) in the next sections. 

Figure 4 shows that overall performance for San Francisco slightly improves when 

reducing the tile size, from very large tiles (15 × 15 m2), down to 5 × 5 m2: in particular, the 

global mean error ( E ) becomes very close to zero, while the average error standard de-

viation ( E ) reduces from 10 dB for the largest tiles, down to 9 dB, which is even better 

than what was obtained in [6]. This means that it is not necessary to consider very small 

tiles in order to achieve a good performance: this point is very important, as the amount 

of memory occupation (i.e., the size of the visibility matrix) and the computation time 

rapidly increase when reducing the tile size. 

3.2.1. Comparison between DED-RL and RT 

In Figure 5, the performance of DED-RL is compared to RT for the same 18 San Fran-

cisco’s cell sites considered in [6]: the standard deviation of the error w.r.t. measurements 

(σE) is reported for RT and DED-RL with x and y coordinates, respectively, while the red 
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dashed line bisecting the xy-quadrant represents perfect correlation between the two 

models. Overall, the correlation between DED-RL and RT is evident, despite the fact that 

the two algorithms are different. 

Looking at the results of DED-RL simulations, for the majority of sites, σE is below 10 

dB, and for a few sites, σE has values between 7 and 8 dB. The latter one can be considered 

a very good result as San Francisco is a really challenging scenario due to the variety of 

the urban layout (alternation of residential areas, vegetated areas, dense urban areas with 

high-rise buildings) and the presence of hilly terrain [6]. 

One site with ID A00002E5 shows bad performance for both DED-RL and RT: this 

fact is probably due to recently constructed buildings close to the base station site that 

were not present in the building database. Other sites that show poor performance in 

DED-RL, namely A00013B7, A0001623, A000127C, A0000F8D, are all microcellular sites 

installed on buildings close to a street corner: in this case, small errors in base station lo-

cation can yield large errors in the RF map, and probably DED-RL is more sensitive than 

RT to those errors due to environment discretization. 

On the other hand, some other sites (A0001632, A0001139, A00005BA, A0001983, 

A00034F4) have better performance in DED-RL than in RT, while the performance of 

DED-RL and RT is very similar for all the remaining sites. 

Some of the optimizations suggested in [8] have been applied also in DED-RL, in 

order to achieve a better performance. For example, for some sites located in hilly regions, 

the combination of ORT diffraction with scattering and reflection is very important to in-

crease coverage in strongly-NLOS locations: this is the case of site A0002FFC, well de-

scribed in [6]. After inserting the combination of scattering/reflection with ORT in the 

DED-RL simulation of site A0002FFC, the mean error (μE) reduced from −11.5 to −6 dB 

and the error standard deviation (σE) improved from 9.9 to 7.8 dB, thus confirming the 

findings already presented in [6]. 

Other sites are located in residential areas surrounded by vegetation, and in such 

cases, the results improve if vegetation polygons are properly modelled in the input da-

tabase. This is the case of site A0000A49: after modelling vegetation, and assuming an 

attenuation of 0.04 dB/m (see Table 1) for the rays falling inside vegetation polygons, μE 

reduced from 6.5 to 0.3 dB, while σE improved from 8.8 to 8.4 dB. 

Finally, for some sites near street corners, a better performance is obtained by ena-

bling transmission through the building closest to the transmitting antenna: in this case, 

in fact, transmission through the corner is as important as diffraction for the signal to 

propagate in the side streets. 

Global statistics in terms of mean error and error standard deviation for all 18 BS in 

San Francisco are shown in Table 2. On the average, the performance of the DED-RL is 

slightly better than RT, despite the discretization error, which is not present in image ray 

tracing algorithms. This is probably because DED-RL, being much more efficient, allows 

the simulation of a higher number of interactions (up to five bounces are considered in 

the present work) with respect to RT (up to three bounces considered in [6]). 
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Figure 5. Performance Comparison of DED-RL with image RT, in terms of error standard deviation (σE) for the 18 BS 

analyzed in [6]. 5 × 5 m2 tiles are considered in DED-RL simulations. 

Table 2. Global statistics for the RL simulations vs. measurements in the San Francisco scenario. 

Global statistics of RT in the same scenario are reported as a reference. 

Metric 

SCENARIO 

San Francisco 

(DED-RL) 

San Francisco 

(RT reference) 

Frequency 850 and 1900 MHz 

Mean μE [dB]  0.1 −1.2 

St.dev. of μE [dB]  5 3.6 

Mean σE [dB] 9.0 9.3 

St.dev. of σE [dB] 1.6 1.6 

3.2.2. Computation Time in the San Francisco scenario 

The average per-site computation time of DED-RL over all the 18 cell sites in San 

Francisco was of about 6 min, using a nVidia TESLA P100 Accelerator equipped with 3840 

CUDA cores and 12 GB of GPU-RAM. 

In DED-RL simulations, a full 10 km2 building map including the whole San Fran-

cisco downtown has been considered, differently from [6], where this map was simplified 

using an enhanced version of the simplification algorithm presented in [11], in order to 

achieve acceptable computation times with standard image ray tracing. For example, in 

[6] it is reported that for the site A000127C in San Francisco, the RT simulation time with 

the full 10 km2 map was of about 3.5 days, which was reduced to about 10 h by applying 

the map simplification algorithm. 

On the other hand, the same site has been simulated using DED-RL using the full 10 

km2 map—with no simplification—in 212 s, so in this case, the speed-up gain of DED-RL 

is of 1426x with respect to RT (212 s vs. 3.5 days): in other words, with DED-RL the com-

putation time is reduced to about 3 min despite the fact that no map simplification was 

applied and a higher number of bounces was considered in the simulation (max five 

bounces in DED-RL, vs. max three bounces in RT). By applying the map simplification 
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algorithm to DED-RL simulation of site A000127C, the computation time is further re-

duced to 145 s, and the speed-up gain increases to 2085x. These huge speed-ups are in line 

with the analysis shown in [21] for a benchmark scenario. Results for site A000127C are 

summarized in Table 3. Similar results have been obtained for the other sites in San Fran-

cisco, not reported here for brevity. 

Table 3. Comparison of computation time and speed-up gain of DED-RL vs. ray tracing for site 

A000127C in the San Francisco scenario. 

DED-RL  

(Full Map) 

Ray Tracing  

(Full Map) 

DED-RL  

(Simplified Map) 

RAY Tracing  

(Simplified Map) 

212 s 302,400 s 145 s 36,000 s 

3.2.3. Results for San José and Atlanta 

Table 4 shows a comparison of measurements and RL simulations for the 437 sites 

cell sites in Atlanta and San José. 

In the table, mean error (μE) statistics are shaded in gray because they have low rele-

vance, as nominal ERP values declared by the cellular operators turned out to be unrelia-

ble and exhaustive ERP survey was not possible. In particular, the nominal values were 

overestimated in several cases, so an unbiasing procedure was applied to the simulation 

results: this explains why the average μE values before unbiasing in Table 4 are quite high 

and always positive. 

Regarding the error standard deviation (σE), performance is better than for San Fran-

cisco, especially for San José, which is a more standard urban scenario, with a nearly flat 

terrain, and a preponderance of mid-size buildings with vegetated areas: Figure 6 shows 

a comparison of the measured and simulated RF coverage map for one of the 79 sites in 

San José. The vegetated areas were available in the San José database, represented as 

brown polygons in Figure 6, and through-vegetation attenuation was taken into account 

as in [30]. The average per-site computation time for San José was 2.5 min, shorter than 

for San Francisco. The computation times for the Atlanta scenario (north and south) were 

similar to those of San Francisco (about 7 min per-site). 

Table 4. Global statistics for the RL simulations vs. Measurements in The San José and Atlanta sce-

narios. 

Metric 
SCENARIO 

San José North Atlanta South Atlanta 

Frequency 850 and 1900 MHz 

N. of cell sites (4G) 79 63 331 

Mean μE [dB] (before unbiasing) 8.4 6.8 11.7 

Std. dev. of μE [dB] (before unbiasing) 8.3 8.2 7.4 

Mean σE [dB] 6.9 8.1 8.4 

Std. dev. of σE [dB] 2.2 1.8 2.3 
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Figure 6. Comparison of (a) measurements and (b) RL simulations for measurement site n. 40 in San José: in this case σE 

= 6.5 dB. 

3.2.4. Wideband Results 

The ray launcher’s temporal accuracy was verified using Timing Advance (TA) rang-

ing measurements collected from 4G LTE testing devices in the San José scenario. 

In LTE and 5G NR, TA is proportional to the roundtrip time between a base station 

(e.g., eNB, gNB) and user equipment (e.g., smartphones, IoT devices). A TA measurement 

can be converted to a ranging or Time of Arrival (ToA) measurement by removing timing 

offsets due to hardware components (e.g., wires) and digital components (e.g., filters), and 

dividing the remainder by two. In LTE, the ranging resolution is equal to 8 TS or 78.1 m, 

where TS is the basic timing unit [33]. Note that regular off the shelf handsets (e.g., Nexus 

5X) will have the 8 TS ranging resolution. Though, special testing handsets (e.g., Samsung 

S5) can measure TA-based range at a finer resolution of 1 TS. 

LTE TA measurements were collected using a Google Nexus 5X phone and a Sam-

sung S5 phone. For a particular pair of base station and handset measurement location, 

TA measurements were collected and aggregated together temporally and spatially 

within a small radius around the central location. The variability in the aggregated TA 

and the corresponding ranging measurements is dependent on the multipath characteris-

tics, which was then compared to ray launching predictions. Note that the TA of the first 

arrival, TA1, was used to remove the timing offsets in the aforementioned TA estimates 

by subtracting the following quantity from them: 

ΔTA = TA1 − TAR (6) 

where TAR is the TA of the shortest possible path, that was the LOS or quasi-LOS path in 

the considered cases. 

The resulting TA estimates divided by two are compared with DED-RL-predicted 

channel impulse responses, plotted with red impulses in Figure 7, where bars are used to 

indicate the ToA estimates (blue) and the corrected ToA values (green), where the bar 

width indicates the ranging resolution. Note that, for each measurement, there are two 

estimates, corresponding to the first and to the second arrival. The match between ray 

launching impulses and the corrected TA ranges is generally good, with a good matching 

between the first- and second-arrival ray clusters and the corresponding green bars. 
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Figure 7. Comparison between TA measurements in San José and Power-Delay Profiles generated by DED-RL (a) for 

Samsung S5 device and (b) for Nexus 5X device. 

4. Application Prospects 

4.1. Application to UAV-Aided Wireless Networks 

Future wireless networks will need to be much more flexible than in the past and 

they should be able to react smoothly and automatically to the fast time–space variations 

of any traffic demand. This can be achieved by moving part of the network infrastructure 

and tailor it according to actual traffic needs. Thanks to the ability to fly almost freely 

anywhere and whenever the highest needs arise, aerial platforms like Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles (UAVs) become excellent candidates as nodes of future networks. 

Recent studies on UAVs and their use as Aerial Base Stations (ABSs) [34] show that 

they might be an efficient complement to traditional Terrestrial Base Stations (TBSs) espe-

cially in case of events such as concerts and sport events, traffic jams, and disaster-recov-

ery applications [35]. 

In order to properly deploy a heterogeneous network composed of both TBSs and 

ABSs, it is required to design and optimize the UAV trajectories so that the coverage is 

maximized, and the network should also be able to quickly reconfigure itself when the 

traffic demand abruptly increases in some areas. To accomplish this objective, a thorough 

ad accurate characterization of the air-to-ground radio channel is needed, as simple em-

pirical channel models are not suitable, especially in dense urban areas where only a de-

terministic prediction is able to address the actual coverage in a realistic manner: this can 

be achieved in a straightforward way through the DED-RL software, which is able to gen-

erate hundreds or thousands of coverage maps of urban areas in a short time, thanks to 

its computational efficiency. 

An example of radio coverage map obtained with DED-RL is shown in Figure 8, as-

suming that the ABS is flying over the historical center of the Italian city of Bologna at 150 

m of altitude, and illuminates the ground with a directive antenna, whose half-power 

beamwidth is 80°. In this case, only the coverage at ground (i.e., along the streets) is rep-

resented, in order to make the urban structure visible, but DED-RL is able to deliver full-

3D prediction also on the buildings surfaces, as explained before. It is worth noting that 

in dense urban areas like the one depicted here, the coverage map has not necessarily a 

circular or quasi-circular symmetry, like in rural or suburban areas. Therefore, in urban 

environments the obstruction of tall buildings and the combination of several propagation 

mechanisms, including reflection, diffraction, and scattering, is very important to predict 

the UAV-to-ground coverage in a realistic way, differently from rural/suburban areas 

where LOS is the largely dominant, if not the only, propagation mechanism [20]. 
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Radio coverage maps generated with DED-RL can then be used ad inputs for the 

network controller with the aim to manage radio resources and plan ABSs trajectories 

based on the simulated received power a priori for different UAV positions. Further de-

tails about this procedure, and a preliminary assessment of the performance, are pre-

sented in [24]. 

 

Figure 8. Example of coverage map at ground of an UAV flying over an urban area, generated with 

the DED-RL. UAV height: 150 m. The ABS antenna is pointed towards ground with a half-power-

beamwidth of 80°. 

4.2. Application to Fingerprinting Localization. 

Ray launching can simplify the deployment of wide area fingerprint-based localiza-

tion as proposed by J. Li et. al. [36]. Generally, in fingerprinting approaches, a device at 

an unknown location collects a set of measurements (e.g., RSS, ToA, etc.). These measure-

ments are then compared to a database of RF measurements at known locations, i.e., “fin-

gerprints”, to estimate the device location. In prior works, wide area databases of 2D fin-

gerprints were generally collected from “war driving” [37], which is time consuming and 

usually limited to locations at or near streets. To enable 3D fingerprints and circumvent 

the high time and resource cost of measurement collection, RL can be used to predict fin-

gerprints. 

There are several open problems in the use of RL for fingerprinting localization, 

which are addressed or alluded to in [36]: 

1. Fingerprint density: How dense should the discretization for ray launching simula-

tion be? There are computation time and memory storage concerns for greater den-

sities. The use of very efficient algorithms such as DED-RL is mandatory to ease this 

problem. 

2. Fingerprint measurement types: The predicted rays from ray launching need to be 

further processed into emulated radio measurements. These measurements should 

be consistent with those available from the target radio standard. For example, in 

3GPP Rel 16 [38], there are a variety of measurements introduced for positioning, 

which generally fall in the following categories: RSS, ToA, Direction of Arrival/De-

parture (DoA/DoD). 

3. Fingerprinting localization algorithm: How to fuse different measurements and com-

pare them to the database of fingerprints in a way that is consistent with the propa-

gation physics? The foregoing problem need to be properly addressed to make fin-

gerprinting localization unfold its potential. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this work, a GPU-parallelized ray-launching algorithm previously proposed in 

[21] is tested against a very large set of measurements to assess its accuracy and efficiency. 

The validation has been carried out for over 500 base station sites in dense urban areas, 

including the very challenging scenario of San Francisco, showing that the overall accu-

racy is very similar to that of a standard image ray tracing algorithm, in spite of a much 

lower computation time (more than three orders of magnitude). Moreover, by evaluating 

the results for different tile sizes, it is shown that the accuracy of the proposed algorithm 

has little dependence on the discretization of the environment. 

Further results are presented in the Atlanta and San José scenarios, showing a gener-

ally good performance, also in terms of temporal accuracy. 

An outlook with some potential applications of the proposed algorithm is finally pro-

vided, with particular reference to UAV-aided wireless networks and localization based 

on fingerprinting. 
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